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Lectures On Revival Charles Grandison Finney
Revival starts with one person. You. Charles Finney—who shook up nineteenth-century America with his preaching, earned the title
Father of Modern Revivalism, and became the forerunner of revivalists like Dwight L. Moody and Billy Graham—knew a thing or two
about revival. And he claimed it began not in the emotion of the masses but in the repentance of the individual. This new journal
edition of a spiritual classic invites readers to record their reflections, thoughts, and prayers in response to Finney’s fiery words on
how to experience revival. As you let his message soak in and interact with your life, you might find revival to be closer to home
than you ever expected.
Condensation of the author's Lectures on revivals of religion, first published in 1835.
The Power of God at WorkCharles Finney’s ministry led to some of the most amazing revivals that have ever occurred in the
United States or England. In Holy Spirit Revivals, Finney recalls those events, revealing the secrets that led to the mass
conversions of lost souls in his meetings throughout upstate New York, as well as in Boston, Philadelphia, and London. Finney
was unafraid of offending delicate ears by addressing the problem of sin head-on, and his dedication to prayer, his understanding
of Scripture, and his radical reliance on the power of the Holy Spirit are a great template for believers today. This treasured
account of one of the greatest Christian preachers in history is an outstanding resource for anyone interested in seeing a revival of
faith in the church.
Traces the life of the influential nineteenth-century evangelist and describes the religious background of the time
In 1989, the first complete, restored text of revivalist Charles Finney’s memoirs was published by Zondervan. Until then, all
editions had reflected editorial liberties introduced in the first 19th-century publication, edited after Finney’s death. The restored
text—the culmination of over ten years of research by editors Garth Rosell and Richard Dupuis—brought to light Finney’s entire
memoirs in their original language. Longstanding omissions and inaccuracies were corrected. Comprehensive annotations
supplied detailed, phrase-by-phrase and even word-by-word explanations.The 1989 edition was a scholar’s and historian’s
delight. However, the average reader who simply wants to read what Finney wrote doesn’t need the scholarly minutiae. This new
edition provides the complete, restored text of Finney’s memoirs with no unnecessary details to obstruct a straightforward read. In
bold, untouched language, Finney’s thoughts march across the page with fascinating clarity and cohesiveness. For students of
revival or anyone interested in the life of one of America’s foremost evangelists, here in his own words is Charles Finney: his life,
his thoughts, his struggles and accomplishments, and his abiding love for God and enduring commitment to the gospel of Christ.
This book is concerned with religious revivalism in the United States since 1825. It attempts to explain the part which revivalism
has played, and is playing today, in the social, intellectual, and religious life of America. The aim has been, in describing the
development of modern revivalism and the men who devoted their lives to it, to look below the surface phenomenon in an effort to
discover why revivals have constantly recurred, what their effects have been, and what they meant not only to those directly
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concerned but to all Americans. If the revivals of the past century and a quarter have not always been the crucial factors in the
course of American history that their devout exponents claimed, they have nevertheless been more significant than the social
historians have yet acknowledged. from the Preface
The only source for these lectures came from the printed 1851 English edition of SYSTEMATIC THEOLOGY by Charles Finney.
This version had been out of print for over 150 years. This version is the pure standard. All other versions of SYSTEMATIC
THEOLOGY are taken from this version. THE WHOLE WORK REVISED, ENLARGED, AND PARTLY RE-WRITTEN BY THE
AUTHOR, DURING HIS LATE VISIT TO ENGLAND
True to Scripture, true to reason, and true to life.Discover why these writings have been the impetus for revivals around the
world.Students of revival agree that Charles Grandison Finney spearheaded one of America's greatest revivals and influenced the
course of history. Church rolls swelled in the wake of Finney's revivals. He is often directly or indirectly credited with the
conversions of around 500,000 people.Finney's theological convictions were born in the fires of revival and shaped by a keen
lawyer's mind committed to the full authority of the Bible. He gave his life to promote: "The return to and practice of Biblical
Christianity in the power of the Holy Spirit for the sake of God's kingdom and glory." The distinctive truths that Finney preached
brought such a deep conviction of sin that today's church does well when it studies his position on the moral government of God,
the nature of man, the atonement, sovereignty, attributes of love, unity of moral action and regeneration.This expanded volume
represents the complete 1878 edition, two lectures of truth from the earlier 1847 and 1851 editions, a comprehensive introduction
from L.G. Parkhurst, Jr., plus appendixes, a glossary, and a scripture index.
In this sensitively updated classic work Finney teaches the reader how we know when revival is needed, how to prevail in prayer
for revival and much more.
Over the centuries God has touched the earth with revival, lifting men and women into his presence in extraordinary ways. And in
some epochs the divine hand seems to have rested on us longer and to have caused more profound changes in the church and
the culture. Authors Towns and Porter have studied revival eras throughout history in order to identify the ten which seem to have
been the greatest of all time. If you want to understand revival and if you long to see revival in our day, this book will speak to both
your mind and your heart.
Does your heart long to live in God's presence? Do you struggle to maintain a daily relationship with Him? Learn to continually be
found in the very presence of God as Charles Finney reveals how you can receive power from on high, rest in true obedience,
overcome sin, live in the freedom of faith, and know God's will for your life. Strength to overcome the things of this world can be
yours as you daily experience the presence of God.
What is true Christianity? There is perhaps no better person in recent history to answer this question than Charles Finney. Finney
(1792-1875) was the most powerful Christian preacher of the 1800s who sought to clearly articulate what the Scriptures say about
living the true Christian life that pleases God. He fearlessly challenged his hearers to bring every aspect of their lives into
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obedience to God. This book contains sixteen messages of Finney that describe the essential practice of Christianity. Each
message will challenge your faith in a deep way and call you to the life that God intends.
Here is an expanded, edited and updated edition of Finney's Views of Sanctification first published in 1840. This new volume
includes Finney's Letters on Sanctification which appeared in the Oberlin Evangelist, and also includes articles by two professors
who worked with Finney at Aberlin College, James H. Fairchild and Henry Kowles. Principles of Sanctification presents Finney's
understanding of what it means to live in proper relationship with the Trinity. The Bethany House book edited by Timothy Smith
entitled The Promise of the Spirit includes Finney's sermons on sanctification published prior to 1840; this volume contains
messages on the subject which were published during 1840. This book will help the reader to a clearer understanding of the
doctrine of sanctification and to Finney's theology.
The Letter to the Romans stands as Paul's most significant message on how to begin and maintain a loving relationship with God
and others. The Holy Spirit often leads those seeking to understand the essentials of saving and sanctifying faith to read Romans.
Beginning with Charles G. Finney's Principles of Righteousness, Volume I, continuing with Principles of Peace, Volume II, and
concluding with his Principles of Joy in the Holy Spirit, Volume III, this three-volume set of Finney's Lessons on Romans presents
an authoritative collection of Finney's teachings on how to live for Jesus Christ in the power of the Holy Spirit. Finney's Lessons on
Romans also provide a solid Biblical foundation for those who want to understand better Finney's Systematic Theology. In this new
Finney's Principles Series set, the addition of Study Questions for individuals and groups by the editor and the Commentary on
Romans by Henry Cowles, a fellow professor with Finney at Oberlin College, will help you apply and remember the principles
contained in Finney's lectures and sermons on Romans. Charles G. Finney became the greatest American preacher and
theologian of the Nineteenth-Century. He traveled widely as an evangelist and revivalist in America and abroad, served settled
pastorates, taught as a professor of theology, promoted the abolition of slavery and equal rights, and helped found and served as
President of Oberlin College in Ohio. Just as one cannot understand the Great Awakening without studying Jonathan Edwards,
one cannot understand the great revivals and the theological and social reform movements in Nineteenth-Century America without
studying Charles G. Finney. Because Finney's teachings remained true to the Bible and common sense, his message transformed
thousands and continues to ring true in the hearts and minds of God's people.
Many Christians today may be unaware of the tremendous impact that Charles G. Finney had on the spiritual landscape of the
United States. His years of revival work yielded valuable insights on the work of the Holy Spirit and timeless principles that many
still find vital for advancing the kingdom of God. A truly fascinating record of a uniquely gifted and godly man, this autobiography is
sure to enlighten and inspire Christians of any age or background.

These are powerful lectures on what constitutes a religious revival, how to encourage or promote a religious revival, and
what can be done to maintain a revival experience in the life of the Christian and in the life of the church. Charles Finney
understands a religious revival to be the work of man, when we renew our first love with Christ. A religious revival is a
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new beginning of obedience to God. It results in the backslidden person or church returning to its first love (Jesus), and in
the conversion of sinners. God is involved in the revival process insofar as he providentially arranges for men and women
to be encountered with the truth of the gospel. Yet a revival cannot take place without the cooperation of the penitent
sinner, he or she must repent of their sins and seek the Lord with all their heart (Jeremiah 29:13). This understanding of a
revival shows that Finney emphasizes the work of man right alongside the work of God, which would be anathema for
Calvinists. Finney also stresses that people need many revivals. If our love grows cold, or our hearts become crusty, it is
because we need to remember the height from which we have fallen and repent and do the things we did that led to our
first revival. Finney contends that we need to be reconverted, or a person who was once a revived believer could end up
in hell. He points out that a revival can be expected when God reveals to His people that the time is right for one. Also,
when the Christian community and the clergy are united in their intense desire to see a revival that will bring about the
salvation of the wicked, an awakening can be expected. Finney would also point out that the church would need to be
open to God doing it any way He wants.
One of America's greatest evangelists instructs Christians on how to pray with this 40-day devotional study.
We need the enduement of power from on high. Christ had previously informed the disciples that without Him they could
do nothing. When He gave them the commission to convert the world, He added, "But tarry ye in Jerusalem till ye be
endued with power from on high. Ye shall be baptized with the Holy Ghost not many days hence. Lo, I send upon you the
promise of My Father." This baptism of the Holy Ghost, this thing promised by the Father, this enduement of power from
on high, Christ has expressly informed us is the indispensable condition of performing the work which he has set before
us. How shall we get it? Christ expressly promised it to the whole Church, and to every individual whose duty it is to
labour for the conversion of the world. He admonished the first disciples not to undertake the work until they had received
this enduement of power from on high. Both the promise and the admonition apply equally to all Christians of every age
and nation. No one has, at any time, any right to expect success, unless he first secures this enduement of power from
on high. The example of the first disciples teaches us how to secure this enduement.
What is man's role in salvation? Are we able to come to God with the power given to us from birth? Charles Finney goes
deep into this issue using Scripture in a way that is clear and concise. Truth be told, it is important for us to understand
our responsibility and the world's responsibility concerning salvation. May you be blessed as you read this book.
This is the great nineteenth-century American revivalist Charles Finney's handbook on revival of religion, covering the full
range of topics related to revival--from what a revival is and the place of prayer in revival, to hindrances to revival.
Finney's work has been newly edited for today's reader.
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G. Frederick Wright's superb account of one of America's greatest ministers and Christian leaders of the 19th century is
published here anew. First printed over a decade after death of the subject, following years of research on the part of the
biographer, this biography follows the phases of G. Frederick Wright's life and religious growth. We begin with his
gravitation towards the Christian cause, and his ordainment and theological preparation. The inner thoughts of Finney,
and his growing consideration of God as a guiding force in life, are examined through use of documents and accounts of
the time. Put to the task of heading the revivalist movement, it was here that Finney made his mark as a naturally gifted
and persuasive speaker. His contributions helped the Christian revival cause greatly in the 1820s and 1830s; Finney was
an innovator in church services, allowing both sexes to pray together and women to pray out loud, with sermons
prepared to allow room for spontaneity and occasional lively deviation from the set topics. Finney was also one of his
era's most ardent social reformers. He spent much of his career occupied with the emancipation of black slaves - a cause
which he lived to see succeed in the 1860s - the education of black Americans, and the equal teaching of women of all
races. Under Finney's guidance, Presbyterians became activists in encouraging reform. Together with detailing Finney's
works, G. Frederick Wright offers us a summary of his personality and character. A contemplative and cerebral Christian,
Finney is revealed as a man to have evolved an effective personal philosophy and a worthy inspiration to all Christians to
this day.
Author Charles Finney shows how you can experience revival in your life and what you can do to begin revival in your
community and around the world.
A classic series of sermons that speaks powerfully to each generation, calling us to a genuine relationship of trust and
obedience.
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